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Get more out of your BAS tool

A Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) tool gives you a 

wealth of performance data on your ability to stop 

attacks. But how can you make the most of that data?



SightGain transforms your BAS telemetry into 

actionable business intelligence. Our Readiness 

Platform gives you hard data to assess whether your 

people, processes, and technology are prepared for 

the modern threat landscape.

SightGain Continuous Readiness Platform

Hard Data for Cybersecurity 
Decision Making

Data-driven insights

for your risk management

Assess whether

your people,

processes, and

technology are

prepared for the

modern threat

landscape.

Security is only effective if you know what’s working, and what’s


not. BAS tools provide great data, but not the analysis needed to


optimize your SOC. With limited time and budget, it’s critical to


focus your efforts on gaps in your technology and analyst training.



SightGain works with your BAS


to deliver actionable intelligence, including:

How well your analysts and teams respond to relevant 

threats on production equipment



What capability gaps exist between your SOC and 


the current threat landscape



Empirical performance data that informs the overall 


level of business risk



Cybersecurity technology and personnel ROI, based on 

actual performance and costs
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Understand the Truth About Your 
Cybersecurity Readiness
SightGain and your BAS together take you beyond technical testing to continuous 
analytics about your readiness to confront attacks.

Get smarter about your security 
investments with SightGain

Optimize your security investments with objective, empirical 
answers to the questions that the cybersecurity industry has 
been guessing at for years.
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Measure

the state of your 


security ecosystem

Quantify

the ROI of security 

investments

Identify

your security strengths and 
weaknesses in production

SightGain’s cybersecurity training platform measures your 
analysts’ live-fire performance and recommends interactive 
training modules based on their test results. You can find skill 
gaps and deploy individualized training.



SightGain brings together cost data and performance data, 
giving you an unprecedented ability to evaluate return on 
investment for both technology and personnel, and prove 
strong and weak areas in the technology stack.



SightGain shows you where you can save money while 
increasing cybersecurity performance. We shift the focus 
from patches and alerts to performance against real threats.
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See how SightGain works

SightGain’s continuous readiness solution is designed to find gaps and redundancies 

in the performance of people, processes, and technology in cybersecurity systems. 


It uses live-fire attack simulations to measure, quantify, and optimize cyber defense 

readiness. By adding SightGain to their BAS platform, organizations can ensure that 

their SOC analysts and tools are ready, before being under attack.


